The "Voice of the I AM" is the mouth-piece through which the Ascended Masters' Instruction can reach the students quickly, that the most powerful work possible for America and the world may be done by the students to release the greatest Light in the shortest time.

INFORMATION

The information given under the heading of "Young America" will be the Ascended Masters' help to the young people for their protection and illumination, as they are the builders of the new civilization and are the channels through which the Ascended Masters will give their Light for the use of the outer world in the Golden "I AM" Age.
AMERICA'S LIGHT

MERICA! MERICA!
From Great Great Suns on high,
Flow Blessings now to those of earth,
To raise us—you and I.

A Messenger from Venus comes!
To bring Her Help to all:
On Golden Rays of Her Pure Light,
It answers your great call.

With lightning-speed and pinion bright,
Her Eagle from above
Now wings Its Way in Mighty Power,
To bring to earth Her Love.

Its Blessings flood you now with Peace,
Protection and all good,
The "Mighty I AM Presence" IS
Love's own True Brotherhood.

America! America!
Is God's Great "Cup of Light,"
Its Victory shall fill the earth
Till it is dazzling bright.

The Light of God can never fail,
So let your hearts rejoice.
"I AM" within America!
"I AM"! calls Her Great Voice!

Chanera
ELOVED students of Cleveland, how We love you! Do you wonder, after all of your earnest call to Us, that We could not fail to respond to you, even for just one night? We love you Cleveland, all of you, and the only reason why the Messengers have not returned to you is because of the great need elsewhere. Will you not trust Us, Who see with the All-seeing-Eye of God, Who are wholly free from human limitations? Will you not trust Us to see and direct the Messengers where assistance is needed most? I am sure you are happy to do that, and one day not so long hence, they shall again be in your midst.

Beloved ones, the need to-day is not just that of your personal needs. It is the need of America and its protection. The need is for the protection of the world. Beloved students, you must surely understand that the world at large does not know of this Mighty Presence or how individuals can give the needed assistance. I assure you, beloved ones, that this Presence is the Only Sustaining Power in the world. Unless human beings consciously, through the intellect, heart and feeling world, know that the Presence is ALL, is in their hearts and gives them Life; there is no other sustaining power. This is what has been needed by all of mankind throughout the centuries, and to-day by America.

Dear ones, this Knowledge as Saint Germain has brought It forth, has not been known in this particular manner in the outer world in almost fifty thousand years. Fragments of It have been in the Retreats and the churches, but only the Great As-
discended Masters have known the Fulness of It. In the great need of mankind to-day, the Great Cosmic Law has seen fit to allow this Knowledge to come forth and be practically broadcast. It will soon be broadcast over the earth, because of the great need of mankind to-day. Without this Knowledge of the Presence, you would be long be in the same condition that is in Spain and Europe to-day.

If you saw, as We do, the under-current and seething vortex in Europe, your heart would almost stand still. That which is termed the sinister force, which is but human creation, directed by certain intelligences who have failed on the Pathway of Light, is always watching for an opportunity to draw the students aside from the Pathway of Light.

Beloved students in America, not only here in Cleveland, but all over the United States, you are facing this very same thing. Now, I am going to say to you to-night, for your own blessing and benefit, something I trust you will never forget. The Students of Light, thus far drawn under the Radiation of Saint Germain, are the vanguard of the incoming Golden Age. Such an activity is quite different from a condition wholly established. While you do not look at it from a reward standpoint, I say that you, who stand by your “Mighty I AM Presence” and call It forth into action, will find a reward and Freedom taking command of your Life, which I shall later on explain to you.

Why do I come and flash These Words before this good Messenger for your benefit? Never in the history of the earth has such a thing been done until this work began. The doubting Thomases can doubt all they please, but I assure you that the Discourses dictated in Los Angeles, before the Pan Pacific Class and those following in New York, were dictated by the Great Ascended Ones Whose Names are given; and the unfortunate human being who tries to deny that, will meet his own wall of destruction coming back upon him. Not because anybody wishes it, but because it is the Law.

Beloved ones, I am going to make it very plain to you. Then, you must choose exactly what you will do with it. The amazing thing is that those of mankind who have studied metaphysics for years, or the various angles of Truth, do not seem to realize that the first fundamental Law of Life, which they have passed over, is that what you send out from your feelings and through your feelings, you are compelled to reap. It is the Law of Life throughout the whole Universe, and Oh, the pity that beloved humanity does not see it. Human beings will talk it from the intellect, but when it comes to responding in the feelings, they are as vicious as ever.

I tell you that to-day, in the need of mankind there is no tragedy so great or that can come upon one, as the drawing of the students aside from this Pathway of Light. Watch such individuals! They will reap their own destruction as sure as they send it out, because We must draw the Wall of Light around this work and these Messengers. Those who work against It must get back what they send out; not because We want it, but because it is the Law. We must protect the Work and the Messengers, and don’t anyone forget it! The Messengers are wholly unconcerned about the raving wolves outside—wholly unconcerned! They have no power, and the Messengers know
they cannot affect the Work; but it is for your own protection, dear hearts, that I am speaking. When people pour into your world foolish silly gossip, you, who are not firmly anchored in this Understanding, waver and wonder. When you hear the silly falsehood about the books and the Work, you wonder if this Work is true. Dear hearts, you know It is true!

These beloved messengers have asked nothing of anybody in the world, but to love their own “Mighty I AM Presence.” To think that they could be accused of deception or being dictatorial, when they pour out a River of Love all the time, working fourteen, sixteen and eighteen hours a day for your blessing and Freedom!

Now dear ones, do not be foolish about these things! Let Me say one word about this Beloved One (pointing to Saint Germain’s picture). Beloved Children of Light, that Blessed One has worked for more than two hundred years for your beloved America, and has given Assistance as no other human being in heaven or earth has given to America. He is really the Father of your country. The beloved Washington, the beloved Abraham Lincoln were sustained by His Power.

Beloved ones, to-day America needs you as never before! That is why Saint Germain has brought forth this Work and these Mighty Decrees, that this Assistance could be given; because It goes forth in the mental and feeling world of mankind doing Its Work, even while you sleep. That is the need every human being and the Glory of this Mighty Power which is being called into action. It cannot and does not ever fail, when sincerely called into action, beloved ones.

Your Presence is the source of all Life, feeds Life into your body, as is shown there on the Chart. You cannot be separated from It and live. Therefore, when you call It into action, the Law of Its Being and yours is, that It has to answer—It must answer you. It is only the doubts and fears within your human feelings which sometimes cause you to feel that the Presence does not answer you; but It always does. Even when you doubt, It is still answering. If you could only stop that doubt, still your feelings and have Love and harmony in your feelings, the currents of Energy of the Presence would flow through and fulfil your every call.

That is what you want to do. Oh dear hearts, do not give way to the appearance world any longer. Every thing that you see in the outer world of mankind is but human creation. It is discordant and but wants to destroy you. The discord has so clothed the points of Light which form the Light pattern of the human body, that Its Radiance is forgotten. When you give attention to your Presence enough, you will find this Light will begin to expand. At first, you will feel Its Radiance going out from you as tangible as water. You will find everything touching your world becomes harmonized and lovely. Then when you call to your Presence, you will find your call is answered almost instantly. That is what is before you, beloved ones.

This Great Cosmic Light which is flooding the earth is of immeasurable Assistance to you. Before mankind to-day is such Assistance as has never been given in the history of the world; because the incoming Golden Age must come in, even if the earth has to go through a terrific cataclysm. You do not want that? Neither do you
want the conditions that are in Europe or Spain
to-day.
Beloved ones, there are those in your beloved America to-day who are trying every cunning conceivable means on the face of the earth, to bring just such conditions here in your America; but I say, by the Power of the Great Cosmic Light, IT SHALL NOT COME INTO YOUR AMERICA.

When Saint Germain, first began to conceive the idea of putting forth this Work, I tell you frankly, when He said He had two people in physical embodiment whom He felt were strong enough to carry this Message, I said: “Saint Germain, are you sure?” After a little further looking over the situation He said: “I shall try it out, and We shall see.” To-day, He has proved His wisdom. Then, I saw He was determined and that there were those in America whose Light was expanded or bright enough to respond to His call. You are the people who lived in that long ago civilization—seventy thousand years ago. Do you realize that you are quite aged? You may not know it, but you are much older than that. Beloved ones, do you not see that Life knows no age? Life knows no lack of energy. Then what produces that result upon mankind? Inharmony and discord in the feelings, and nothing else.

Do you not know, precious ones, that you could not have pain or disorder in the body, if it had not first come into your feeling world by discord and through discord? It would not be possible, dear ones.

Now please awaken to this to-night in the amazing Radiation which is here. The pouring out of your Love has called this forth. Will you, to-night, awaken every particle of Radiation

consciously within you, send it forth in the clearest comprehension and grasp these Laws as never before? Do it with dynamic powerful activity, so it will enable you to throw off all lethargy and human suggestions; just as if you threw your arms like that (motion of arms) and dissolved and consumed forever every particle of discordant creation which you have ever drawn about you.

We are ready to give every Assistance possible to every sincere student; but I tell you that every one who tries to turn the students from THIS LIGHT will receive no Radiation from any Ascended Master and remember that! Any human being that comes to you and says he is under the Radiation of some Ascended Master and is spreading discord, then you know that is a falsehood and do not be deceived by it.

Now, beloved ones, through the Glory of your Presence, which has come to a certain point of action within you in this expansion of your Light, you are in a position to set yourselves free, with Our Assistance, and do it quickly. The choice is with you. You MUST choose. Before two years are over your heads, you will know something of what I am talking about.

Beloved ones, for the first time since before the sinking of the last remnant of Atlantis, this Great and Mighty Assistance of the Ascended Masters and the Cosmic Beings has come forth to the earth; because the Great Cosmic Light has said: “No longer shall We wait for the mankind of earth. If human beings will not awaken and come into the Light and the Understanding of this Presence NOW, then Nature must do her work.” You have heard the statement, no doubt, that Nature only
tolerates mankind's iniquity so long and then she rises and buries her opponent. That is before you.

The Messengers have told you: with sufficient call or a sufficient number calling from the octave of earth to the Ascended Masters, the Great Cosmic Beings and the "Mighty I AM Presence," that Protection can be given which will minimize the destructive activity for the earth. Through this call, We can direct the currents in the gas belts where they will do the least damage and mankind can be protected from the third episode in Washington's Vision. I tell you it would be fulfilled and would have begun ere this, if This Work had not been brought forth by Saint Germain.

Oh, the pity is that mankind does not yet understand what a marvelous unparalleled blessing is being poured out upon individuals all the time; but that cannot be kept up forever, unless enough of mankind will make the call. We still need more yet and that is why these beloved Messengers have not stopped even for rest. It will soon be three years that they have been going without rest or sleep half the time, in order to carry this Message to as many as possible.

I shall answer the call that the beloved Messenger made for you this afternoon. I shall call the Angels of Blue Lightning and the Sword of Blue Flame to sweep through your city every eight hours, take out every discarnate entity and dissolve and consume all possible of your own creations of the centuries. Is there any Greater Service that I could render you? From Our standpoint, I think not. This will be done! It has already begun to-day.

This good brother (Mr. Sindelar) has worked so tirelessly, that you might have the "Voice of the 'I AM'," carrying the most recent Word of the Ascended Masters and Their Wonderful Blessing and Instruction to you. Think, he is a native of your own city! isn't that something to be proud of?

Now beloved ones, remember that as one in this Great Body of Light, the responsibility is with each one of you. Keep all inharmony out of your feeling, toward any person, place, condition or thing. It is not a matter of what it is; but keep your feelings still and harmonious that the Power of your Presence can come forth, not only to answer your call for America; but to fill your world with the Mighty Perfection which It is. The Perfection which you desire can come from no place else. Your Presence is the only place Perfection can come from, the only place where Perfect directing Intelligence can come from. This Mighty Intelligence from the "I AM Presence" is what individuals must have in action, if they are to free themselves from the conditions which they have accumulated throughout the centuries.

Beloved ones, let us be so practical. This great Law of Life, which the "I AM" is to you, is not anything unusual. It is the most practical Thing in the use of mankind to-day, even more practical than your radio or mathematics; because it so far transcends the power and action of these things which you are using in the outer world. If you will understand this, you will see how great is your privilege to accept, call your Presence into action and have the Blessing, Freedom and the Limitless Supply which It will bring forth to you.

Beloved ones, I know how all individuals among mankind have looked to outside things for their supply; but a few hours with their attention
earnestly turned to their Presence, which is their Treasure-house, would have released everything they require into their use, provided the feelings were harmonious and all doubts and fears dispelled. A little of that experience will so remove doubts and fears that they will no longer find a resting place in your world. Unless you practice the Presence, how can you know It is infallible? I tell you IT IS INFALLIBLE. It never makes a mistake and NEVER fails to answer your call; but if you insist on clothing that energy, as it comes forth into your world with your criticism, condemnation, hatred and jealousy, and all such qualities, then you cannot blame the energy for not producing Perfection in your world. The fault is quite your own.

I tell you beloved ones, mankind is at the parting of the ways. They must face the Truth of their own feelings, for these have deprived them of everything good on earth. Mankind must be ready to fully understand and say: "Mighty I AM Presence! I call on the Law of Forgiveness. I have made these mistakes. I want you to take command of my mind and world. Take possession and hold Dominion there." If you will earnestly do that, you will very quickly have all the proof in the world of the Power of your Presence to do these things; anything from the smallest to the greatest.

I want you to realize, dear hearts, that this is not an imaginary thing. It is not some fly-by-night thing that comes and disappears as quickly. This Light, which Saint Germain has brought forth, has come to stay until every one in America knows It and is free. Watch It expand in the next year for you will send your Love and Gratitude to Me, for having given you this Encouragement to-night.

I tell you, dear ones, that the Light of God, which is the "Mighty I AM Presence," cannot fail and only those will fail who turn aside from It. I plead with you, have no opinion about what someone else is doing. Stand wholly with your Presence, call It into action, keep your feelings harmonized and you will have all the proof any human being can desire, of the Power of your Presence to set your world into order and set you free. Unless one is willing to do that, can you blame anyone but yourself, if you do not have that Freedom? Surely not.

Now remember, beloved ones, We take no part in human ignorance or its effects. We but release and pour forth the Mighty Light Which dissolves all unlike Itself. Those who try to oppose that Wall of Light are dissolved by It. That is why I am talking plain to you to-night; because there are those in your midst who have been determined to try to disturb this Channel of Light. They have no power! and they will reap what they are sowing. Beloved ones, you do not have to be a part of that. We wish no unkindness to anyone; but We know the Law and there is no one who can stop Its action; because what human beings send out they must reap; but I want you, who are so earnest, to call to your "Mighty I AM Presence." Do not pass by that first fundamental principle of your Life, dear hearts.

After all, what do all of these puny little differences amount to? Oh, it is so foolish, dear hearts, to be disturbed about something, when after all, the only thing you need to do is to harmonize your world and all around you will come into the same harmony. Why? Because your Presence is the harmonizing Intelligence, and if
you will let that flow out, all in your world will want to be like It through the Natural Law.

So I say to you, dear ones, to-night at this opportunity, We brought the Messengers here to give you Our Encouragement and Strength and It will be sustained. You beloved ones will go forth with a power, courage, calm self-control and firmness which you did not know was there, I assure you. Watch it! Do you think I would take My time to come forth from the Great Cosmic Activities and speak These Words to you, if I did not know what I were talking about; if I did not know what My Rays of Light projected into your feeling world would do for you?

Now then, this may be something you have not understood. You have been calling to your "Mighty I AM Presence" for your Freedom from limitations, for your supply and your Ascension. This is an invitation to Me to help you. So, I have not asked your permission through your physical self; but your Higher Mental Body says: "Now they are calling for Assistance, will you go forth and give the Help?" We are here. I am here, and when I project My Rays of Light into your feeling world, remember that I do not waver. I hold those Rays of Light right steady, active in your feeling world, until the results are there, and if you do not want Me to do it, you had better tell Me so to-night.

I want every blessed one to know that these are Mighty Activities. They are a Power that you yet little comprehend. Of course I must govern the Power of those Rays of Light, according to the expansion of your own Light. Do you think I would project something that would harm you? Far from it! Instead, I pour forth that Quality

Which is anchored there—in you—for active use and I continue to expand It, even without your volition. That is what is being done for you beloved ones.

You will remember the Messengers have said to you: In the use, in the call to your "Mighty I AM Presence," It needs no permission from any one in the human form. Your "Mighty I AM Presence" is the Authority for you and your world. If you had only known this, poured forth all your Love, harmony and kindness to your Presence, you would have had It flood your world without limit with Its directing, purifying Activity, which would produce every good thing for you.

Do you know that such a thing IS possible for any person moving in conditions of limitation, as the outer world knows it? if such an individual will pour out Love and Blessings and hold the feelings harmonious, he will find his world flooded with good things, in the midst of great need?

Beloved ones, the Messengers' experience ought to be an eternal proof to all mankind of how the "Mighty I AM Presence" acts. They have told you how they went forth without money, when Saint Germain asked them to go. They said to the "Mighty I AM Presence": "Now this is your business, if you do not supply us we will go home," and they have been going ever since. Now that means, dear hearts, that these beloved Messengers applied the Law with dynamic energy, insistent and powerful. You have no idea what they have had to meet from human beings—from human beings! Yet, every condition has been handled through the calling of the Presence into action, without a single failure.
These beloved ones in charge of the "Voice of the I AM" have had similar conditions to meet, as Mr. Sindelar told you to-night; but where one stands a thousand percent with his own "Mighty I AM Presence" and calls It into action with firm determination, there isn’t anything the "Mighty I AM Presence" will not do for you.

My Joy is very great to be with you to-night and to have been able to render this Service, to give you this Consciousness. To-night, that is My Great Joy. I want you to know, precious beloved ones of Cleveland, because the Messengers have not been here, you are not forgotten and never shall you be. Remember, beloved ones, that where the "Mighty I AM" speaks Itself, there is established a Pillar of Light in that city, and you will find Its Mighty Expansion here.

You have found yourselves, as you perhaps thought, tested time and again; but We do not look upon it as that. We just look upon it as a strengthening period, when every one must decide within himself whether he will serve the Light or otherwise. It is a matter of the expansion of the Light within mankind, beloved ones. It is not a matter of the desire of the Messengers or anything of that kind. It is mankind who needs this knowledge to set it free. You know the Messengers have never tried to intrude this upon any one. That should be something.

I am talking to you to-night in simple language, so you will understand the requirements that mean everything in the world to you in the immediate future. Stand firm with your Presence and say to all the appearance world: "You have no power! Get out of my world and stay out!" Then call your Presence into action and have the Blessings which It will bring.

Every Ascended Master—and there are thousands—has gone the Pathway you are treading. In some of those ages, when They won the Victory it was a thousand times more difficult than it is for you to-day. Remember, beloved ones, in many of the ages that have been, people sought all over the world, trying to find and gain entrance to those Places of Wisdom. The transportation from place to place then was far more difficult and inadequate than you have to-day. Men and women walked hundreds and hundreds of miles, with the hope that they might be admitted into these Places of Wisdom. To-day, in the comfort of these lovely auditoriums, with comfortable seats where your feet can rest, you have the Great Privilege of gaining an understanding that in those ages mankind would almost have given both arms to receive.

This is the Identical Application which was given Saint Germain, Jesus and Kuthumi, by which They gained Their Freedom and Victory over limitations. This Identical Application of the "I AM" as you have it to-day, was the very same application They used, by which They won Their Victory.

When I said many months ago to the people of America: If you want to be free quickly, then lay aside everything else you have known, take this instruction of Saint Germain, apply It and see how quickly you will be free; I only suggested it for your Freedom. When things or the previous knowledge which you have had has failed on every hand to produce results, then is it not valuable to you to try out something in which thousands are having the identical results, that you may have those same results and be free?
I say to every one who will apply this Law earnestly: "Refuse acceptance to human creation any longer! say to it: 'you have no power!' keep yourselves harmonious, call your Presence into action and you will have all the results any heart in the world can desire." If you will not do this, then I cannot help you.

Let no one condemn or criticize the Messengers. They are but faithfully and with the courage of a dozen people carrying this forward. I want to say this to you beloved ones, and to all students throughout America and the world: your Love pouring out to these beloved Messengers has been a Mighty Tower of strength against such criticism. Therefore, you are a part of this Great, this Mighty Activity of Freedom, which shall one day reign in America and then the world. Do not doubt it beloved ones! Do not let appearances scare you out. Straighten up your spines! call your Presence into action and fear nothing in the world! That is what counts! When sinister destructive things see mankind has the strength to call to God, the "Mighty I AM Presence," they will turn tail and run in a hurry! Believe it or not! We see it from the Higher Octaves. We see, that it is the fear they engender which scares mankind and keeps them from standing their ground. Thus the sinister force continues doing this destructive thing. Sweep it from the earth Oh Great Cosmic Light, and set mankind free!

One day, beloved ones, you shall know how magnificent beyond description, are these wondrous Decrees that you are issuing so faithfully and so wonderfully. They are releasing such tremendous power and energy. Through them, tremendous things are being done for mankind.

It will not be so long, until you will see and know what a wondrous part you have been in this Activity, when you are so willing to do it with such joy.

I say to you, beloved ones, in issuing these Decrees: "Issue them with Joy, Strength and Power. If you begin to feel tired physically, discontinue. Only issue those Mighty Decrees, when you are filled with that great enthusiasm, joy and energy. Five Mighty Decrees issued in that mighty enthusiasm, joy and energy is a greater release of power and assistance than ten Decrees issued, when you get tired on the last five."

Oh dear ones, will you not notice this? If you will charge yourself with the Energy of your Presence, you will not be tired ever in anything you want to do, or which is required to be done. When you start out in the morning, do not forget to charge yourself. Say: "Mighty I AM Presence! charge my mind and body with Your Energy today; with Your Directing Intelligence." Then you will have it. When you retire at night, say: "Mighty I AM Presence! hold my body in Your Wondrous Embrace of Light and while it sleeps enable me to recharge it with Your Limitless Energy! In the morning see that I am happy, joyous and filled with Your Directing Intelligence and Strength for the day." Beloved ones, that is how you win the Victory and Freedom. You cannot do it without this application. The Law does not apply Itself, otherwise you would be Perfect Beings now.

Our unfortunate critics say to you: "Well does that sound like the language of an Ascended Being?" Well you hear Me dictating to you! Beloved ones, if an Ascended Being or Cosmic Being
is not practical, then there is no such thing in the world. That is why We speak in the language used; sometimes your own slang, because it creates a certain feeling within you, for you are accustomed to its use.

Now then, dear hearts, one day you shall know We are quite as Real, quite as practical as you are. I think a little more so. So I want you to know, beloved ones, that this is no idle fancy; but a Mighty Law of the Universe which has gone into action to free mankind. Those who do not want to enter into the Stream and go along with It will drown outside. I repeat those words: "Those who do not want to come into This Stream of Light will drown outside, when they have once had this Opportunity." Does that sound as though I was wishing harm upon someone? Anyone can criticize Me all they like, but they will have to reap the result. Won't you understand that, dear hearts?

I can hardly let go of you to-night, because you are getting this so wonderfully. You are comprehending as you never did in your precious lives before, the need of all these simple things that give you your Freedom. I am rejoiced with you exceedingly, and may I come right into your own hearts and say with you: "I am so glad We did come."

You know you cannot always tell just what the human is going to do. You might say: "Well if We are All-knowing, why cannot We tell?" Because you cannot depend upon what the human will do. If We could, it would be the easiest thing in the world to clear out things and set you free; but the human says: "Oh boy, I am sure now and no person can influence me." Then someone comes along and says: "You had better look out for those Ballards." Then your heart begins to flutter and you feel: "I wonder if that is true?"

Dear hearts, do not do that, when once you know how true these Messengers are and the Mighty Love that they pour out. There is no decent human being living that can deny it! They pour out a Love unparalleled in the history of the earth. I say it, because I know it! and you blessed ones, who are fortunate enough to realize that, will have such blessings as the world has never known.

I congratulate these blessed ones, who have had the Strength, the Light and the Courage within them, to stand by their own "Mighty I AM Presence" and the Messengers, who give forth nothing but Love and kindness.

Beloved ones, We do not want to keep you longer, but I want you to know how truly I have come into your hearts to-night. I love it, because when I can get into your hearts enough, you are soon free!

I congratulate these blessed ones who have stood so earnestly for the Light here; and also these blessed Group Leaders who have been so ready and willing to cast everything else aside, take hold of the "Mighty I AM" and have the Blessings which It brings.

Oh beloved ones, accept My Love and that of all the Ascended Masters, pouring forth to you and into your world, to give you the Courage and Strength to release the supply of every good thing you require, for your service in the Light. Will you accept this and just feel Those Qualities which I have anchored in your world to-night, begin right now to expand and give you My
Courage and Strength? Do you think I lack for Courage? Never! Therefore, I anchor My Courage and Strength in your feeling world for constant use and They begin action right now—not in the future—but right now.

Just accept that and each day feel: "The Divine Director told me only last night, that I have His Qualities. Now you human thing, get out! You do not scare me any more. I have the Power of Light within me that dissolves you. Human creation get out! 'Mighty I AM Presence' You are the only acting Presence and Intelligence." Feel it and continue to feel it, beloved ones, and see how quickly your troubles will cease. You know the greater percent of your troubles and worries never happen; and I trust I will be able to help you realize that much more quickly.

In the fulness of the Power of your "Mighty I AM Presence," the Great Host of Ascended Masters, the Legion of Light and the Great Cosmic Beings, I clothe you to-night in that invincible Tube of Light as shown on the Chart. I amplify It in your call to your "Mighty I AM Presence" who formulated It and then, through the Mighty Power of the Violet Consuming Flame. Mighty Violet Consuming Flame! right NOW answer Me! sweep through these minds and bodies! sweep through their worlds! dissolve now and forever every destructive thing they have ever drawn about them and set these Children of the Light free! Let them in the morning realize and feel this continuous enthusiasm, joy and uplift which will never let down; but will continue to expand until full Freedom is there.

My Love enfolds you, My strength upholds you, My Energy goes forth to fill your feeling world and help you to hold such harmony, that no longer will you have to struggle for Self-Control. You will be so joyous, so harmonious, that your "Mighty I AM Presence" floods your beings and worlds immediately with the Success, with the Supply, with the Harmony which fills your world with Its Mighty Blessing.

Stand glorified to-night—Free Beings! Feel that! Feel what I feel! in what Freedom means! Oh beloved America We love you, the "Cup of Light" of the future! Oh Radiance of the Cosmic Light! be so powerful and come so quickly, that all human selfishness and discord fade from the earth forever. In the Power and Authority of the Great Cosmic Light, which I set into action to-night, silence forever all disturbance that causes strikes and limitation in great industries and in every other condition! Divine Justice shall reign! Divine Justice shall reign within our Government—the "I AM" country.

America We too love you! America We too love you! America We too love you, and no harm shall come to you! Oh people of America, awaken! awaken! awaken! unto the great need of to-day. Release! Oh Great Cosmic Light, Thy Assistance to mankind and stand guard over America with Thy Mighty Legions whose Sword of Blue Flame stands guard around the borders of America, and around every country whose people will harmonize themselves enough. No longer shall the destruction of earth continue!

To-night, THAT FIAT goes forth! No longer shall destructive qualities hold dominion within the earth! No longer shall mankind give way to those destructive forces which only want to destroy and nothing else! Mankind shall arise in the
strength of its own "Mighty I AM Presence" and throw off every destructive force within themselves and their environment! They shall call the "Mighty I AM Presence" into action to hold this Dominion forever! Then in the Glory of that Great Service rendered, all time and space shall be set aside for the children who have served so faithfully! Then, they shall quickly enter into the Ascension, free forever from the wheel of birth and rebirth! free forever from every kind of limitation! and in that Eternal Body of Light, as We are serving to-day, turn and assist the mankind following on.

Oh, the Glory of This Realization which is being anchored within your feeling world tonight. My Gratitude is boundless.

The Blessings of the Great Cosmic Light, the Ascended Host of Masters, the Legion of Light, and the "Mighty I AM Presence" of each one of you, through your Higher Mental Bodies, enfold you forever in Its Transcendent Light and hold Its Victory and Glory forever active within you. I thank you.

• DECREE •

"Mighty I AM Presence"! show me the Perfect thing to do here and make me do it Perfectly! see that I do not accept nor RESPOND TO any suggestions from any person, place, condition or thing but Thee, and Thy Perfection! illumine the entire condition to me! tell me all concerning it and see that I never disobey or miss a direction or prompting from THEE! see that I am never surprised or off guard and that I never fail or make a mistake in a single thing.

HIS MONTH in our study of the LIGHT, let us begin to hold the following picture in mind and FEEL the tiny points of DAZZLING PURE WHITE LIGHT within every cell of our flesh bodies. You know it is quite as easy to feel this Glorious Light as it is to see IT.

Close your eyes comfortably! See and FEEL every cell of your body become a DAZZLING SUN of PURE WHITE LIGHT, so blazing that it fills your whole body. Then FEEL the Light become so bright, that your eyes can scarcely look into IT.

Rest in this Great White Light as long as you can, just enjoying ITS MIGHTY PURIFYING HEALING POWER. FEEL and see It pour through your flesh like water through a faucet, just bursting through with that Great Energy which It is. FEEL and see this PURE WHITE LIGHT, as tangible as water, sparkling and dancing with the great Joy and Power of Life which is your "Mighty I AM Presence."

Remember, this PURE WHITE LIGHT, which you SEE and FEEL is really the blood Stream of your Electronic Body and is condensed ELECTRONIC SUBSTANCE. It is absolutely PURE
and no discord of any kind can ever enter into IT. Discord like dirt on a window can shut in the Light within your body, but it cannot enter into this Light, any more than dirt can enter into the glass in the window.

Whenever there is anything discordant within the body, it is always due to a lack of enough of this PURE WHITE LIGHT within the body. So even from the most practical standpoint, to FEEL and SEE this Glorious Stream of Light from the Heart of your "Mighty I AM Presence," simply filling full to overflowing everything in your body and world means complete Dominion, Peace, Health, Opulence, Victory, Success and Freedom to all who will do it. FEEL this Mighty Light pour through your flesh and fill everything around you. Feel all the time that you move in a Great Pillar of this Ascended Master Light Substance, which pushes away from you and your world everything discordant.

Blessed Ones of the Light! BE the FULNESS of this LIGHT and have all the PERFECTION and BLESSINGS which IT is and brings to you.

• DECREE •

"Mighty I AM Presence"! I NOW let You have full, complete and eternal sway in my Being and world! Take it and rule me forever!

"Mighty I AM Presence"! pour Your Radiance out through me so STRONG, that no discord can ever again exist in me or the world about me! (FEEL the quality and energy in the word, STRONG.)

PRECIOUS ones, in the "I AM" Study Groups all over America and throughout the world, we wish to thank you for your loving co-operation and willingness to give the Service you have, through issuing the "I AM DECREES." Keep it up with all the Love and joy of your hearts, for it is rendering a Service to the Light which will bless you forever.

Be sure, when you are giving the DECREES, that you are rested and filled with determination, to release all the Power of the "Mighty I AM Presence" and Ascended Host; for the protection of America and the people throughout the world, who are trying sincerely to serve that Mighty Presence and release Its Light.

Try to feel your voice is one with the voice of every other "I AM" Student throughout America and the world. Let such a powerful united call go up, that it compels an immediate Release of the COSMIC LIGHT with enough intensity, to stop every destructive force within our borders from any further activity.

The Great Divine Director said in Cleveland: "You had better issue only five DECREES with joyous enthusiasm and then stop, than to issue ten when you are tired on the last five." So please feel, that to do This Work now for the protection of America and the illumination of the world, is the greatest TRUST you have ever been given in any
or all lives. Stand true to this TRUST with all you are and have; and the "Mighty I AM Presence" and the Ascended Masters will stand true to you and show you what it means to serve the Light faithfully and well.

The Great Cosmic Light is now turning and serving those who have served It, and they shall know what It means in their lives from now on. Love IT with all the Love of your hearts and blaze IT forth, with such Power that the very heavens shall open to you and Ascended Master Miracles without limit shall be the experience of all who dare to do it.

DECREE For Family Conditions

"Mighty I AM Presence," Great Host of Ascended Masters, Mighty Legion of Light, Great Angelic Host and Great Cosmic Beings! blaze forth Your Mightiest Cosmic Power of the Blue Lightning of Divine Love in Its most dynamic action! annihilate every force and activity that causes discord between parents and children—husbands and wives—and in all family relationships! blast their cause and effect from existence forever and replace all such conditions with the ASCENDED MASTERS' GREAT LOVING CO-OPERATION, OBEDIENCE, SELF-CONTROL, MANAGEMENT, HAPPINESS AND PERFECTION IN EVERY WAY! TURN ALL HUMAN RELATIONSHIPS into the most joyous ASCENDED MASTER MIRACLES OF PERFECTION THAT THE CHILDREN OF EARTH HAVE EVER EXPERIENCED AND KEEP THEM ETERNALLY SUSTAINED.
You have been entrusted with the work of bringing in the permanent Perfection for America and the world. Therefore, to that TRUST give the best you have and not only will the best come back to you; but you will free yourselves from every limitation, because you are giving this Service.

In all educational channels make them realize that the first principle of all education, is to put the Supreme Source of Life, the "Mighty I AM Presence," FIRST before all education. Then, the Ascended Masters CAN give you the right Ideas which will build the Perfection of the "I AM AGE." It is not possible for it to come in any other way.

In all you do, place the "Mighty I AM Presence" FIRST, then you have the door open from which can come all and more than you can possibly use. Do this always and have the Joy and Perfection which the Ascended Masters are waiting to release to you. IT CAN BE DONE. Let us DO IT NOW.

SPECIAL NOTICE

We wish to warn all "I AM" Students, that no one has ever been given authority or permission to collect money for I AM buildings, Homes, etc., at any time or to use the "I AM" Activity or its students for any business schemes whatsoever.

Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Ballard.
AMERICA'S BIRTHDAY
JULY 4TH 1937

MERICA we love you! America we love you! America we love you!
In the name of the "Mighty I AM Presence" and Great Host of Ascended Masters, we call all right-thinking people within the United States of America, to stand shoulder to shoulder once again for the defense of our country! for the protection of our homes! for the Freedom of our loved ones! for the VICTORY OF LIFE! for the VICTORY OF LIGHT! for the VICTORY OF RIGHT in our land!

We call the "Mighty I AM Presence" and Great Host of Ascended Masters, to drench all within our borders with THAT COSMIC LIGHT AS OF A THOUSAND SUNS! that takes possession! blazes ITS PERFECTION! and holds ITS DOMINION HERE FOREVER! by the POWER OF THE UNFED FLAME! America we love you! America we love you! America we love you!

We charge this DECREE with SAINT GERMAIN'S, JESUS', NADA'S and the GREAT DIVINE DIRECTOR'S ASCENDED MASTER CONSCIOUSNESS, LIGHT, SUBSTANCE, INSTANTANEOUS ACTIVITY AND FULFILLMENT, ETERNALLY SUSTAINED.

STAND 1,000 PER CENT IN, WITH, BY, FOR and TO the "Mighty I AM Presence" and Great Host of Ascended Masters! Yield not an inch! and from this moment, things shall take a turn! America is FREE in the Victory of "THE LIGHT OF GOD THAT NEVER FAILS!"
RADIO ANNOUNCEMENTS

MRS. G. W. BALLARD
will broadcast from
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
Station KFRC
July 17, 7:15-7:30 p.m.
July 18, 19, 20 and 21 inclusive, 8:00-8:15 p.m.

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
KOL—Columbia Broadcasting Station
August 9, 6:45 p.m.
August 10, 11, 12, 8:30 to 8:45 p.m.

RADIO TEMPLES OF LIGHT
Great is our opportunity and privilege at this time to release the FULL Power of the Cosmic

Light, for It is the SUPREME LIMITLESS ACTIVITY OF THE “MIGHTY I AM PRESENCE.”

Our modern radio is one phase of Its many Blessings. These Mighty Gifts from the “I AM Presence” are loaned to us as a trust, to expand the Perfection of the Presence to bless our fellow-man. All radio activity on this earth has come forth from the Light and should now be in the Service of the “Mighty I AM Presence.”

Blessed students and readers everywhere, we ask you to visualize with us, this picture and issue the following decree for all radio broadcasting stations on earth. In this way, a call goes up to the “Mighty I AM Presence” and Ascended Host of Light, from the physical octave of Life, which enables tremendous Glory and Perfection to be brought forth to bless every human being on earth forever.

VISUALIZE! every radio broadcasting station as a Great Temple of Violet Consuming Flame of Divine Love; the Towers made of the Ascended Masters' Substance of Pure Electronic Light. SEE every person within those stations as the LUMINOUS PRESENCE OF SAINT GERMAIN, JESUS AND THE OTHER ASCENDED MASTERS! SEE their bodies become the Ascended Masters' Pure Electronic Substance of Light, penetrated and surrounded by the VIOLET CONSUMING FLAME OF DIVINE LOVE.

In this way, the Presence illumines and raises the consciousness of every human being in those channels and at the same time withdraws and purifies all the energy that might go forth qualified with thought, feeling or consciousness that is less than the Ascended Masters' Perfection. This is the Way Ascended Master Wisdom redeems all
mankind, the earth and its atmosphere. After holding the above described picture in your mind a moment as clearly as you can, give the following DECREE:

"Mighty I AM Presence," Great Host of Ascended Masters, Mighty Cosmic Beings and Legions of Light! come forth in Your Full COSMIC AUTHORITY AND POWER of the UNFED FLAME, THE THREE TIMES THREE AND THE COSMIC LIGHT, THIS INSTANT AND FOREVER! take possession of every radio station on earth! turn them into ASCENDED MASTER TEMPLES OF THY LIGHT SUBSTANCE! PURIFY all their activity! make every human being within them a GIGANTIC PILLAR OF THY VIOLET CONSUMING FLAME OF DIVINE LOVE in Its most dynamic activity! turn every thought, feeling, word, all energy and vibration that goes forth from them into the ASCENDED MASTERS' VIOLET CONSUMING FLAME OF DIVINE LOVE! THROUGH THEM, CHARGE ALL YOUR PERFECTION FORTH INTO THE MENTAL AND FEELING WORLD OF MANKIND, THE EARTH AND ITS ATMOSPHERE! take possession, produce PERFECTION, and hold YOUR DOMINION everywhere—forever! and make this wonderful channel of blessing to mankind serve only the Light of God that never fails! We charge this DECREE with Saint Germain's, Jesus', Nada's and the Divine Director's Ascended Master Consciousness, Instantaneous Activity and Fulfilment eternally sustained; and we thank THEE THOU DOST ALWAYS ANSWER OUR EVERY CALL INSTANTLY AND IT IS DONE NOW!

BOOKS IN BRAILLE

Our heart's deepest Love goes out to bless the beloved students who have brought forth the "I AM" books of Saint Germain into Braille for the blind. "Unveiled Mysteries" is already in many of the principal libraries, including the Library of Congress and also the National Library for the blind, both in Washington, D.C.

"The Magic Presence" is now being mailed to the same libraries. "The 'I AM' Discourses" will be available in the next few months.

We bless eternally the American Brotherhood for the Blind, embossers, and the blessed student who has stereotyped all the plates, both giving their services as a glad free gift of Love for the blind.

Through the combined efforts of all it is now possible to obtain these books at very low prices from the American Library for the Blind, 184 S. Oxford Ave., Los Angeles, California.

"UNVEILED MYSTERIES,"
In Two Volumes, $5.25

"THE MAGIC PRESENCE,"
In Three Volumes, $7.75
plus mailing charges.
O UR  THREE-YEAR OLD CHILD CAN CALL FORTH THE ACTIVITY OF THE PRESENCE AND RECEIVE ITS MANIFESTATION AS QUICKLY AS THE MOST INTELLECTUAL PERSON. THE CALL TO THE PRESENCE SIMPLY SETS THE LAW INTO ACTION.

WE SEND EACH COPY FORTH, CHARGED WITH THE COSMIC AUTHORITY AND POWER OF THE "MIGHTY I AM PRESENCE," AS OF A THOUSAND SUNS OF DIVINE LOVE, LIGHT, SUBSTANCE, BLESSING AND PERFECTION OF THE ASCENDED MASTERS; TO ILLUMINE, PROTECT, SUPPLY, SET FREE AND MANIFEST THE VICTORY OF "THE LIGHT OF GOD THAT NEVER FAILS" FOR ALL WHO USE OR CONTACT IT IN ANY WAY.

MAY EVERY "I AM STUDENT" AND EVERY HUMAN BEING IN THE WHOLE WORLD USE THE DECREES IN THIS BOOK CONTINUALLY UNTIL ALL MANKIND IS FREE AND OUT-PICTURES THE PERFECTION OF THE ASCENDED MASTERS.

MR. AND MRS. G. W. BALLARD
FOR SALE BY
SAINT GERMAIN PRESS AND SINDELAR STUDIOS

"MIGHTY I AM PRESENCE"! YOU HOLD MY ATTENTION OF YOUR PERFECTION EVERY SECOND THIS DAY, IN ALL I DO, THINK, FEEL, HEAR, SEE, AND SAY!

"MIGHTY I AM PRESENCE"! PROJECT THE ASCENDED MASTERS' BLUE LIGHTNING OF DIVINE LOVE INTO EVERY DETAIL OF THIS CONDITION AND TURN IT INTO A GIANTIC ASCENDED MASTER MIRACLE OF LOVE, LIGHT, PROTECTION, PERFECTION, HAPPINESS, FREEDOM AND VICTORY OF THE LIGHT IN AND FOR ALL CONCERNED, AND KEEP IT ETERNALLY SUSTAINED.
SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS

We are now prepared to receive subscriptions for the year beginning with the issue of March, 1937, and it will materially assist our planning if those intending to renew their subscriptions will send their renewals as early as possible.

Subscription prices remain as at present. Please make checks payable to

SINDELAR STUDIOS

SPECIAL NOTICE—Change of Address

Any subscriber changing his permanent address must notify us ten days before publication date to be sure magazine is sent to new address. Post Office will not forward Second or Third Class Mail but returns magazine to this office, necessitating remailing, triple postage (out, in and out again) as well as causing trouble, delay and sometimes unpleasant thoughts. Please help us in this and—Please do not ask us to make temporary changes—they are troublesome, expensive and seldom satisfactory.

Thank you.

THE VOICE OF THE I AM
ALL BACK NUMBERS CAN BE HAD AT ANY TIME

PROTECTION OF OUR COPYRIGHTS

We hereby notify all readers and individuals everywhere, that everything in the books of the SAINT GERMAIN SERIES, the VOICE OF THE "I AM," OUR PUBLIC LECTURES, AFFIRMATIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN TO GROUP LEADERS is covered by our copyrights with all rights reserved, including foreign translations.

This means, we will not allow this instruction and Information to be deleted, distorted, adulterated or diluted for any purpose whatsoever and we shall protect them fully.

We are determined that this GIFT OF LIGHT, TRUTH AND FREEDOM from the Ascended Masters to mankind SHALL BE PROTECTED and kept PURE, TRUE AND UNCHANGED—FOREVER—that mankind may receive its Eternal Freedom and the greatest possible Blessing.

We shall use our Full Power and our Full Right to maintain COMPLETE PROTECTION AT ALL TIMES.

SAINT GERMAIN PRESS
and
MR. AND MRS. G. W. BALLARD
"Mighty I AM Presence"! I NOW let YOU have FULL, COMPLETE and ETERNAL SWAY and possession of me and my world! Take it and RULE ME FOREVER!

Sizes below can be purchased at the
- SINDELAR STUDIOS -

2600 South Hoover Street  Los Angeles, California

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Tax</th>
<th>Postage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jesus Folder, size 5x7, hand colored</td>
<td>$ .50</td>
<td>Tax .02</td>
<td>Postage .15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain, hand colored, 5x7</td>
<td>$.50</td>
<td>Tax .02</td>
<td>Postage .15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus Satin book-mark</td>
<td>$ .50</td>
<td>Tax .02</td>
<td>Postage .05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain Satin book-mark</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>Tax .02</td>
<td>Postage .05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus Miniature, desk framed</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>Tax .05</td>
<td>Postage .20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain Miniature, framed</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>Tax .05</td>
<td>Postage .20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus Miniature, size folder</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>Tax .01</td>
<td>Postage .05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain Miniature size folder</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>Tax .01</td>
<td>Postage .05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus seals</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>Tax .00</td>
<td>Postage .03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain seals</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>Tax .00</td>
<td>Postage .03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;I Am&quot; Pins</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>Tax .03</td>
<td>Postage .10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;I Am&quot; Rings</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>Tax .36</td>
<td>Postage .20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master Jesus 12x16</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>Tax .06</td>
<td>Postage .25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master Saint Germain 12x16</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>Tax .06</td>
<td>Postage .25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12x16 Gold Folder Jesus and Saint Germain</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>Tax .24</td>
<td>Postage .25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12x16 Brown Folder Jesus and Saint Germain</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>Tax .21</td>
<td>Postage .25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12x16 Jesus Ascension</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>Tax .04</td>
<td>Postage .25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12x16 The Luminous Presence</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>Tax .04</td>
<td>Postage .25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11x18 Framed Jesus</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>Tax .17</td>
<td>Postage .25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11x18 Framed Saint Germain</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>Tax .17</td>
<td>Postage .25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7x9 1/2 Framed Jesus</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>Tax .08</td>
<td>Postage .20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7x9 1/2 Framed Saint Germain</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>Tax .08</td>
<td>Postage .20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 1/2 x 7 1/2 Framed Jesus</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>Tax .03</td>
<td>Postage .20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 1/2 x 7 1/2 Saint Germain</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>Tax .03</td>
<td>Postage .20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver Framed Postage Size Jesus' Head</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>Tax .01</td>
<td>Postage .05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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